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Political consultant Paul
Begala is currently serving as a Sanders Scholar
teaching Law and Policy,
Politics and the Press.

This spring, former U.S.
Sen. Wyche Fowler will
lead a course on the
U.S. Congress and
the Constitution as a
Sanders Scholar.
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<PWUI[:0]Z[\Q[TMILQVOKW]Z[M[QVMVMZOaTI_IVL
IOMVKaIVLXIZ\VMZ[PQX1V\PM[XZQVO5IZS?
+WKPZIVNZWU;\5IZa¼[=VQ^MZ[Q\a;KPWWTWN 4I_
_QTTQV[\Z]K\QV\PMIZMI[WN KWZXWZI\M\I`IVL
XIZ\VMZ[PQX\I`_PQTM>Q[Q\QVO)[[Q[\IV\8ZWNM[[WZ<IZI
25MTQ[P_PWPI[\I]OP\QV[QUQTIZKIXIKQ\QM[I\\PM
=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN >QZOQVQIIVL;\<PWUI[=VQ^MZ[Q\a
_QTT\MIKP+WV[\Q\]\QWVIT4I_IVL<WZ\[
7VMWN \PMJM[\\PQVO[IJW]\
JMQVOIPQOPTaZMOIZLMLTI_
[KPWWTQ[\PI\_MIZMIJTM\W
I\\ZIK\\WX[XMISMZ[IVLO]M[\[
\WKIUX][.WZQV[\IVKMTI[\
IKILMUQKaMIZ\_W[Q\\QVO=;
;]XZMUM+W]Z\R][\QKM[KIUM
\WKIUX][IVL[XWSM_Q\PNIK]T\a 
IVL[\]LMV\[IJW]\\PM;]XZMUM 
+W]Z\IVL\PMQZM`XMZQMVKM[
U.S. Supreme Court
2][\QKM+TIZMVKM<PWUI[^Q[Q\ML Justice Stephen Breyer was
TI\MTI[\KITMVLIZaMIZIVL2][\QKM on campus earlier this
;\MXPMV/*ZMaMZ_I[XZM[MV\
year for a Q&A
session with Georgia
QV2IV]IZa
Law students.



,MIV¼[:MXWZ\d
.WZUMZ=;)\\WZVMa/MVMZITIVL=;+W]Z\WN 
)XXMIT[2]LOM/ZQNÅV**MTT[MZ^MLI[I;IVLMZ[
>Q[Q\QVO;KPWTIZ[XMISQVOIJW]\\PM=;,MXIZ\UMV\
WN 2][\QKMIVLQ\[PQZQVOXZIK\QKM[IVL/MWZOQI;]XZMUM
+W]Z\8ZM[QLQVO2][\QKM+IZWT?0]V[\MQVLMTQ^MZML
\PMSMaVW\MILLZM[[I\OZIL]I\QWV
As the 102nd Sibley Lecturer, Co-chair of
the Iraq Study Group and former Vice-chair
of the 9/11 Commission Lee Hamilton
delivered a speech titled “A Balanced View
of American Power.”

4MM0IUQT\WV\PMKWKPIQZWN \PM1ZIY;\]La/ZW]X
IVLNWZUMZ^QKMKPIQZWN \PM!+WUUQ[[QWVLMTQ^
MZML\PMVL;QJTMa4MK\]ZM\PI\ILLZM[[MLPW_\PM
=VQ\ML;\I\M[KW]TL][MQ\[XW_MZIZW]VL\PM_WZTL\W
XZIOUI\QKITTaXZW\MK\\PMKW]V\Za¼[QV\MZM[\[IVLIL
^IVKMQ\[^IT]M[<PQ[TMK\]ZMIT[WPMTXML\WKWUUMUW
ZI\M\PM\PIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN \PM,MIV:][S+MV\MZ
6I\QWVITTaZMKWOVQbMLLQ[IJQTQ\aZQOP\[I\\WZVMaIVL
IK\Q^Q[\0IZZQM\5K*ZaLM2WPV[WVXZM[MV\ML\PM
\P-LQ\P0W][M4MK\]ZM\Q\TML¹,Q[IJQTQ\a:QOP\["
)4QJMZI\QWV5W^MUMV\NWZ)TT8MWXTMº
-IZTQMZ\PQ[NITT\PMTI_[KPWWTPW[\ML5IR/MV2IKS
4:Q^M[2,!\PMR]LOMIL^WKI\MOMVMZITWN \PM
=;)QZ.WZKM_PW[XWSMIJW]\PQ[KIZMMZQV\PM
UQTQ\IZaIVLPQ[K]ZZMV\IXXWQV\UMV\I[PMILWN \PM
)QZ.WZKMTMOIT\MIU
)T[W8I]T*MOITIW]ZK]ZZMV\;IVLMZ[;KPWTIZ
LMTQ^MZMLI[XMMKP\W\PM]VQ^MZ[Q\aKWUU]VQ\a\Q\TML
¹8WTQ\QK[ ";MZQW][*][QVM[[WZ;PW_*][QVM[[NWZ
=OTa8MWXTM'º
?M_MZMPIXXa\WPI^M\PM/MWZOQI+W]Z\WN )XXMIT[
WVKIUX][MIZTQMZ\PQ[aMIZ\WPMIZ\PZMMKI[M[QV\PM
0I\\WV4W^MRWa+W]Z\ZWWU+PQMN 2]LOM)VVM-
*IZVM[2,! IVL8ZM[QLQVO2]LOM2,;UQ\P
2,!_MZMXZM[MV\NWZ\PQ[[XMKQIT[M[[QWVPMTL
QV)\PMV[\WPMTXKMTMJZI\M\PMKW]Z\¼[KMV\MVVQIT
IVVQ^MZ[IZa
+WVNMZMVKM[IZMSMa_Ia[\WIL^IVKMQUXWZ\IV\
LQITWO]MIJW]\TMOITQ[[]M[)[[]KP\PM,MIV:][S
+MV\MZWZOIVQbMLI\_WLIa[aUXW[Q]U\Q\TML<PM
1V\MZVI\QWVIT.QOP\)OIQV[\<MZZWZQ[U")+WTTWY]Q]U



WV\PM8ZW[XMK\[NWZ.]Z\PMZ+WWXMZI\QWV*M\_MMV\PM
-]ZWXMIV=VQWVIVL\PM=VQ\ML;\I\M[_PQKPJZW]OP\
[XMISMZ[NZWUIZW]VL\PMOTWJM\WILLZM[[IZIVOMWN 
\ZIV[KMVLMV\Q[[]M[QV\PMQV\MZVI\QWVITÅOP\IOIQV[\
\MZZWZQ[U<PM:][S+MV\MZIT[WPW[\ML\PM+WTTWY]Q]U
WV:WUM11"<PM-=:MO]TI\QWVWV\PM4I_
)XXTQKIJTM\W6WVKWV\ZIK\]IT7JTQOI\QWV[-]ZWXMIV
IVL)UMZQKIV8MZ[XMK\Q^M[TI[\UWV\P<PQ[KWVNMZ
MVKMM`XTWZMLVM_-=TMOQ[TI\QWVWV\PMTI_IXXTQKIJTM
\W\WZ\[KWUXIZMLQ\\WIXXZWIKPM[QV=;TI_IVL
NMI\]ZML\PM>QKM8ZM[QLMV\WN \PM-]ZWXMIV8IZTQIUMV\
,QIVI?ITTQ[
Throughout 2007, the Dean Rusk
Center hosted conferences and
speakers to help commemorate
its 30th anniversary.

<PM!\P)VV]IT:ML+TIa+WVNMZMVKM_PQKPNWK][ML
WVTIVL][M]ZJIV[XZI_TIVL_I\MZUIVIOMUMV\
Q[[]M[NMI\]ZML:WJMZ\2/TMVVWV\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 
)ZQbWVI¼[=LITT8ZWNM[[WZWN 4I_8]JTQK8WTQKaIVL
I]\PWZWN \PMJWWS?I\MZ.WTTQM["/ZW]VL_I\MZ8]UXQVOIVL
\PM.I\MWN )UMZQKI¼[.ZM[P?I\MZ[I[\PMSMaVW\M[XMISMZ
_PQTM\PM;MKWVL)VV]IT?WZSQVOQV\PM8]JTQK1V\MZM[\
4I_+WVNMZMVKMPIL\_WTMILXZM[MV\MZ[?M[\MZV
+QZK]Q\;]XMZQWZ+W]Z\2]LOM;\M^M+2WVM[2,! 
\PMKPIQZWN \PMIV\QXW^MZ\aQVQ\QI\Q^M8IZ\VMZ[NWZI
8ZW[XMZW][)\PMV[IVL;\MXPMV*ZQOP\\PMXZM[QLMV\
WN \PM;W]\PMZV+MV\MZNWZ0]UIV:QOP\[
;\]LMV\[
<PMKITQJMZWN \PMTI_[KPWWT¼[[\]LMV\JWLaKWV\QV]M[
\WZQ[M<PQ[aMIZ¼[MV\MZQVOKTI[[Q[\PMUW[\IKILMUQ
KITTa\ITMV\MLQV;KPWWTWN 4I_PQ[\WZa<PMMV\MZQVO
+TI[[WN KWUXW[MLWN [\]LMV\[JWI[\[I
UMLQIV]VLMZOZIL]I\MOZILMXWQV\I^MZIOMWN 
I[KPWWTZMKWZLIVLIUMLQIV4;)<[KWZMWN 
_PQKP\QM[I[KPWWTZMKWZLIVLXTIKM[\PM[M[\]LMV\[
VMIZ\PM\WXXMZKMV\WN \M[\\ISMZ[VI\QWV_QLM
5WZMW^MZ\PM\WXY]IZ\MZWN \PMKTI[[MIZVMLIV
]VLMZOZIL]I\M/8)WN  WZPQOPMZIVLWZ[KWZML
WZJM\\MZWV\PM4;)<
<PMMV\MZQVO+TI[[WN Q[XMZKMV\UITMIVL
XMZKMV\NMUITMIVL[\]LMV\[QVLQKI\ML\PMa_MZM
UMUJMZ[WN IUQVWZQ\aOZW]X


Entering Class of 2007 Credentials
75th Percentile

Median

25th Percentile

LSAT

165

163*

159

GPA

3.86

3.67**

3.42

* ties a school record
** school record

;\IaQVO\Z]M\W\PMTI_[KPWWT¼[KWUUQ\UMV\\WXZW^QLM
\PMÅVM[\TMOITML]KI\QWV\WXMWXTMNZWU\PM[\I\MWN 
/MWZOQI XMZKMV\WN \PMUMUJMZ[WN \PMÅZ[\aMIZ
KTI[[IZMKTI[[QÅMLI[[\I\MZM[QLMV\[<PM+TI[[WN 
QVKT]LM[ZM[QLMV\[NZWULQNNMZMV\[\I\M[I[_MTTI[
OZIL]I\M[NZWUQV[\Q\]\QWV[<PM[KPWWT[[]XXTaQVO
\PMTIZOM[\V]UJMZWN [\]LMV\[QVKT]LM\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\a
WN /MWZOQI -UWZa=VQ^MZ[Q\a\PM/MWZOQI
1V[\Q\]\MWN <MKPVWTWOa/MWZOQI;W]\PMZV=VQ^MZ
[Q\a/MWZOQI;\I\M=VQ^MZ[Q\a?I[PQVO\WVIVL
4MM=VQ^MZ[Q\a\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN .TWZQLI\PM
=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN >QZOQVQIIVL>IVLMZJQT\=VQ^MZ[Q\a

.QZ[\)VV]IT-UWZa6I\QWVIT+Q^QT:QOP\[IVL4QJMZ
\QM[5WW\+W]Z\+WUXM\Q\QWV\PM?QTTQIU?,IVQMT
6I\QWVIT1V^Q\I\QWVIT5WKS<ZQIT+WUXM\Q\QWVIVL\PM
IVV]IT0]T[Ma3QUJZMTT5WW\+W]Z\+WUXM\Q\QWVI[
_MTTI[W]Z6I\QWVIT5WW\+W]Z\\MIUY]ITQNaQVO\WOW
\PMVI\QWVIT\QMZWN \PMQZ\W]ZVIUMV\JaXTIKQVO[MKWVL
QV\PMZMOQWVIT[_MIZMWNN \WIVW]\[\IVLQVO[\IZ\
7]ZTMOITRW]ZVIT[\PM/MWZOQI4I_:M^QM_\PM/MWZOQI
2W]ZVITWN 1V\MZVI\QWVITIVL+WUXIZI\Q^M4I_IVL\PM2W]ZVIT
WN 1V\MTTMK\]IT8ZWXMZ\a4I_KWV\QV]M\WX]JTQ[PIZ\QKTM[
NZWU[WUMWN \PMVI\QWV¼[TMILQVO[KPWTIZ[_PQTMIT[W
XZWUW\QVO[KPWTIZTaLQITWO]M\PZW]OPKWVNMZMVKM[7VM
[]KP[aUXW[Q]UX]\\WOM\PMZMIZTQMZ\PQ[aMIZJa\PM
/MWZOQI4I_:M^QM_KMV\MZMLWV\PM_WZSWN +ITL_MTT
+PIQZ5QTVMZ*ITTIVLLZM_XZWNM[[WZ[NZWUIZW]VL
\PMKW]V\Za
 
 

8TMI[MVW\M\PMMV\MZQVO+TI[[WN IT[WPI[I[XMKQIT
[\I\][<PMUMUJMZ[WN \PQ[KTI[[_QTTOZIL]I\MQV
_PQKPQ[\PM\PIVVQ^MZ[IZaWN \PM;KPWWTWN 4I_¼[
ÅZ[\OZIL]I\QVOKTI[[
1UXWZ\IV\KPIVOM[WV\PMPWZQbWVNWZILUQ[[QWV[I\
\PM;KPWWTWN 4I_QVKT]LM[IaQVONIZM_MTT\W/QTM[?
3MVVMLa_PWPI[LQZMK\ML\PI\WNÅKM[QVKM2]Ta! 
/QTM[PI[XTIaMLIVQV[\Z]UMV\ITZWTMQV\PMMVZWTT
UMV\WN KTI[[M[IVLZW]OPTa![\]LMV\[\W\PM
TI_[KPWWTIVL_QTTZM\QZMI\\PMMVLWN \PQ[UWV\P?M
IZMK]ZZMV\TaKWVL]K\QVOIVI\QWV_QLM[MIZKPNWZPQ[
ZMXTIKMUMV\1V\PMUMIV\QUM/ZMOWZa4:W[MJWZW
2,! _QTTKWV\QV]M\W[MZ^MI[I[[WKQI\MLQZMK\WZWN 
ILUQ[[QWV[IVL:IU[Ma0MVLMZ[WV*ZQLOM[2,
PI[UW^MLNZWU\PM7NÅKMWN 4MOIT+IZMMZ;MZ^QKM[\W
ILUQ[[QWV[\W[MZ^MI[I[[Q[\IV\LQZMK\WZ
<MVXZIK\Q\QWVMZ[NZWUIZW]VL\PMOTWJMPI^M
MVZWTTMLQVW]Z5I[\MZWN 4I_[XZWOZIU<PMaKWUM
\W][NZWUVMIZTaI[UIVaKW]V\ZQM[QVKT]LQVO*MTOQ]U
.ZIVKM/]aIVI3WZMI\PM8PQTQXXQVM[:][[QI;MZJQI
=OIVLIIVL>MVMb]MTI
<PMY]ITQ\aWN W]ZKWK]ZZQK]TIZWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[PMTX[][
\WI\\ZIK\\WX[\]LMV\[\W/MWZOQI4I_7^MZ\PMXI[\
Å^MaMIZ[W]ZUWW\KW]Z\IVLUWKS\ZQIT\MIU[PI^M
KIX\]ZMLNW]ZVI\QWVIT\Q\TM[ZMOQWVITKZW_V[IVL
NW]Z[\I\M\ZWXPQM[QVILLQ\QWV\WV]UMZW][QVLQ^QL]IT
IVLW\PMZ\MIUPWVWZ[?Q\PW]Z [MI[WV
R][\]VLMZ_IaIVL^QK\WZQM[ITZMILaZMKWZLMLQV\PM

The Global Internship Program (formerly the International
Externship Program), where students work and study abroad
during the summer months, is currently UGA’s largest international
offering in terms of geographic reach. Pictured above are 16
of the participants from this past summer who worked in countries
such as Argentina, Belgium, Chile, China, India, Guyana,
Ghana, Jordan, Papua New Guinea and Romania.

7VMSMaIZMIWN M`XIV[QWVQVZMKMV\aMIZ[PI[JMMV
W]ZQV\MZVI\QWVIT[\]LaIVL_WZSIJZWILQVQ\QI\Q^M[
1V_MLMJ]\MLW]Z[MUM[\MZTWVO[\]LaXZWOZIU
I\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN 7`NWZLIVLW]Z/MWZOQI4I_
;]UUMZ8ZWOZIUQV+PQVI,]M\WZMKMV\KPIVOM[QV
)*)ZMY]QZMUMV\[W]ZTWVOZ]VVQVO*Z][[MT[;MUQVIZ
WV\PM4I_IVL1V[\Q\]\QWV[WN \PM-]ZWXMIV=VQWV
_I[IJTM\WJMKWUM)*)IKKZMLQ\ML\PQ[aMIZ)T[W
\PM/TWJIT1V\MZV[PQX8ZWOZIUNWZUMZTaKITTML\PM
1V\MZVI\QWVIT-`\MZV[PQX8ZWOZIUKWV\QV]M[\WOZW_
?MVW_PI^M[]UUMZXW[Q\QWV[NWZ[\]LMV\[QVUWZM
\PIVWZOIVQbI\QWV[QVKW]V\ZQM[IZW]VL\PMOTWJM
UISQVOQ\=/)¼[TIZOM[\QV\MZVI\QWVITWNNMZQVOQV\MZU[
WN OMWOZIXPQKZMIKP
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AW]UIaVW\JMI_IZM\PI\/MWZOQI4I_VW_PI[VQVM
KTQVQK[[MZ^QKMTMIZVQVOWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[\PM+ZQUQVIT
,MNMV[M+TQVQKNWZUMZTa\PM4MOIT)QLIVL,MNMVLMZ
+TQVQK\PM8ZW[MK]\WZQIT+TQVQK\PM+IXQ\IT)[[Q[\IVKM
8ZWRMK\\PM+Q^QT-`\MZV[PQX\PM.IUQTa>QWTMVKM
+TQVQK\PM8]JTQK1V\MZM[\8ZIK\QK]U\PM-V^QZWV
UMV\IT4I_8ZIK\QK]U\PM4IVL=[M+TQVQK_PQKPQ[
K]ZZMV\TaKMTMJZI\QVOQ\[ÅN\PaMIZWN WXMZI\QWVIVL
\PM5MLQI\QWV8ZIK\QK]U_PQKPI[[\I\MLMIZTQMZ
Q[W]ZVM_M[\[MZ^QKMTMIZVQVOXZWOZIU5WZMW^MZ\PM
+W][QV[.MTTW_[PQXXZWOZIUPI[I[MZ^QKMTMIZVQVO
KWUXWVMV\NWZW]Z[\]LMV\[1V\PMN]\]ZM_MPWXM
\WQVKZMI[M\PM[M^MZaQUXWZ\IV\PIVL[WVWNNMZQVO[
7]Z[\]LMV\[KWV\QV]M\WJM[]KKM[[N]TWV\PMMUXTWa
UMV\NZWV\<PM7NÅKMWN 4MOIT+IZMMZ;MZ^QKM[PI[
JMMV_WZSQVOPIZLWV[][\IQVQVOIVMIZXMZKMV\
¹XTIKMUMV\ºZI\MNWZW]ZZMKMV\OZIL]I\M[VQVMUWV\P[
W]\NZWUOZIL]I\QWV\PMWNÅKQITZMXWZ\QVOXMZQWLNWZ
\PM6I\QWVIT)[[WKQI\QWVNWZ4I_8TIKMUMV\_PQTM
[\ZQ^QVO\WQVKZMI[M\PM¹XTIKMUMV\ºZI\MNWZMIKPKTI[[
I\OZIL]I\QWV2][\W^MZ!!XMZKMV\WN \PM+TI[[WN 
_I[XTIKMLI\\PMVQVMUWV\PUIZS_Q\PRWJ[QV
[\I\M[IVLIVI^MZIOM[\IZ\QVO[ITIZaWN  !IVL 
XMZKMV\WN \PMUW[\ZMKMV\OZIL]I\QVOKTI[[\PM+TI[[
WN _I[PWTLQVOIVWNNMZQV5IaWZXTIVVQVO\W
X]Z[]MXW[\OZIL]I\MML]KI\QWV
1ZMNMZMVKMLMIZTQMZ\PI\:IU[Ma0MVLMZ[WV*ZQLOM[
PI[UW^MLNZWU\PMKIZMMZ[MZ^QKM[WNÅKM\WILUQ[[QWV[
<PQ[KZMI\MLI^IKIVKaQVW]ZKIZMMZ[MZ^QKM[¼I[[Q[\IV\
LQZMK\WZXW[Q\QWV\PI\PI[ZMKMV\TaJMMVÅTTMLJa
IT]UV][3aTM45IZ\QV_PWMIZVMLIRWQV\2,
5*)NZWU=/))LLQ\QWVITTa<ZQKQI20IKSTMUIV
_PWPWTL[ITI_LMOZMMNZWU\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN +QVKQV
VI\Q_QTTRWQVTMOITKIZMMZ[MZ^QKM[WVIPITN\QUMJI[Q[QV
2IV]IZa1IUKWVÅLMV\\PI\<ZQKQI3aTMWZ*M\P3QZKP
\PMLQZMK\WZWN KIZMMZ[MZ^QKM[KIVI[[Q[\aW]QVÅVLQVO
_MTTY]ITQÅML/MWZOQI4I_[\]LMV\[IVLIT]UVQNWZITT
WN aW]ZTMOIT[\INÅVOVMML[
)T]UVQ
7]ZK]ZZMV\TQ^QVOIT]UVQJWLa\W\IT[UWZM\PIV 
QVLQ^QL]IT[ZM[QLQVOQV![\I\M[IVL\PZW]OPW]\\PM
OTWJM1KWV\QV]M\WJMQUXZM[[MLJa\PMV]UJMZWN aW]
\PI\ZMUIQVKWUUQ\\ML\W[MMQVOaW]ZTMOITITUIUI\MZ
ZQ[MQV[\I\]ZMIUWVO\PMVI\QWV¼[\WXTI_[KPWWT[5IVa
WN aW]KWV\ZQJ]\M\W\PQ[OWITJaM`KMTTQVOQV\PMTMOIT
XZWNM[[QWV#JaLQ[\QVO]Q[PQVOaW]Z[MTN QV[MZ^QKM\W\PM
[KPWWT\PMJMVKPIVL\PMJIZ#JaLWVI\QVOaW]Z\QUM
\WPMTXK]ZZMV\/MWZOQI4I_[\]LMV\[IVL\PM[KPWWT¼[
ILUQVQ[\ZI\QWVIVLWZJaXZW^QLQVOUWVM\IZaOQN\[\W
\PM[KPWWT



This year’s Distinguished Service Scroll Awards were
presented to Ruth Knox (J.D. 1978) (left) and
B.J. Bernstein (J.D. 1987).

-IZTQMZ\PQ[[]UUMZ\PM4I_;KPWWT)[[WKQI\QWV
JM[\W_MLQ\[PQOPM[\PWVWZ\PM,Q[\QVO]Q[PML;MZ^QKM
;KZWTT)_IZL]XWV\_WLM[MZ^QVOIT]UVIM*2
*MZV[\MQV2,! IVL:]\P)3VW`2,! 
+]ZZMV\TaIKZQUQVITLMNMV[MTI_aMZ_Q\PPMZW_VTI_
XZIK\QKM*2[MZ^MLI[IVI[[Q[\IV\LQ[\ZQK\I\\WZVMa
QV\PM8QMLUWV\IVL/_QVVM\\R]LQKQITKQZK]Q\[NWZ[Q`
aMIZ[JMNWZMMV\MZQVOXZQ^I\MXZIK\QKM;PMPI[PILI
V]UJMZWN PQOPXZWÅTMKTQMV\[QVKT]LQVO/MVIZTW_
?QT[WV\PMZIXXMZ,I*ZI\IVLWVMWN \PM/WTL+T]J
LMNMVLIV\[;PMPI[JMMVZMKWOVQbMLQV)\TIV\I
5IOIbQVM¼[;]XMZ4I_aMZ1[[]MI[WVMWN \PM\WX
TI_aMZ[QV/MWZOQIIVLI[WVMWN \PM\WXNMUITM
TI_aMZ[QV\PM[\I\M;PMPI[IT[WJMMVVIUMLQV/MWZOQI
<ZMVL¼[4MOIT-TQ\M4Q[\IVLQ\[¹]VLMZºTQ[\QV
*2ZMO]TIZTaXZW^QLM[KWUUMV\IZaNWZ\PMUMLQI
WVTMOITQ[[]M[IVLPI[IXXMIZMLWVUIRWZ\MTM^Q[QWV
IVLKIJTMVM\_WZS[;PMQ[IK\Q^MQVUIVaTMOIT
WZOIVQbI\QWV[IVLPI[[MZ^MLI[IUMUJMZWN \PMTI_
[KPWWT¼[*WIZLWN >Q[Q\WZ[
)N\MZOZIL]I\QVONZWUTI_[KPWWT:]\PJMOIV_WZS
QVONWZ3]\IS:WKSIVI\QWVITTI_ÅZU[XMKQITQbQVOQV
KWUUMZKQITZMITM[\I\MIVLX]JTQKÅVIVKM\ZIV[IK\QWV[
;PM_WZSML\PMZMI[JW\PIVI[[WKQI\MIVLXIZ\VMZ]V\QT
[PMWXMVMLPMZW_VXZIK\QKMQV!!,]ZQVO\PQ[\QUM
[PMKWV\QV]MLPMZZMITM[\I\M[XMKQIT\a_PQTMM`XIVLQVO
QV\WM[\I\MXTIVVQVOIVLKWZXWZI\M_WZS1V:]\P
JMKIUM\PM\PXZM[QLMV\WN ?M[TMaIV+WTTMOMIVL
_I[\PMÅZ[\IT]UVIQV\PMPQ[\WZaWN \PMKWTTMOM\WPWTL
\PI\XW[Q\QWV;PMPI[ZMUIQVMLQV^WT^MLQVPMZTWKIT
KWUU]VQ\a\PZW]OPI_QLM^IZQM\aWN KQ^QKIVL^WT]V
\MMZWXXWZ\]VQ\QM[;PMQ[IUMUJMZWN \PM:W\IZa+T]J
WN 5IKWVIVL[MZ^M[WVV]UMZW][XZWNM[[QWVITIVL
ZMOQWVITKWUU]VQ\aJWIZL[I[_MTTI[[M^MZITVI\QWVIT
JWIZL[;PMPI[IT[W[MZ^MLWV\PMTI_[KPWWT¼[*WIZL
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Chief Justice John Roberts Clerk Jason Burnette (J.D. 2006) is the
third Georgia Law graduate to serve as a judicial law clerk at the
U.S. Supreme Court during the last three terms. His service places the
School of Law among the top five public law schools supplying clerks
to our nation’s highest court since the October 2000 term.

At the unveiling of the late Georgia Supreme Court Chief Justice
Thomas Marshall’s (LL.B. 1948) portrait are: (l. to r.) his widow
Angie Fitts Marshall, his grandson Spence Pryor (J.D. 1999),
Dean Rebecca White, and former U.S. Attorney General and
U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Griffin Bell, a lifelong friend who
served as guest speaker.
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At the Champagne and Strawberries
Reception for Joseph Henry Lumpkin
Society members (annual donors
of $1,000 or more) are Cass and
Bruce (J.D. 1951) Kirbo.
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GRADS ON GIVING

General
Campaign for Georgia Law Funds
Dean and Virginia Rusk Fund
Dean Rusk Law Center Addition Fund
Kenneth Henson Law School Fund*
Hirsch Hall Discretionary Fund
Law School Fund
Legal Ethics and Professionalism Symposium Fund
Joel Wooten Law School Fund

Library Support
Vaughn C. Ball Law Library Fund
J. Ralph and Jeanne R. Beaird Law Library Fund
Joseph E. Cheeley, Jr. Law Library Endowment Fund
Judge Joel J. Fryer Memorial Law Library Fund
Hamilton Lokey and Henry L. Bowden Law Library Fund
Lumpkin Law School Fund
John B. Rees, Jr. Law Library Book Fund
Carl E. Sanders Law Library Endowment Fund
Louis B. Sohn Law Library Fund

Student Financial Support
Morris B. Abram Scholarship Fund
A. Pratt Adams, Jr. Memorial Scholarship Fund
William Seaborn Ashley Endowed Scholarship Fund*
Attorneys’ Title Guaranty Fund Scholarship
Tara Baker Memorial Scholarship Fund
Grace H. Barnes Scholarship Fund
Claud B. Barrett Educational Fund
Andrea R. Bennett Scholarship Fund
F. M. Bird Law Scholarship Fund
Margaret S. Bode Scholarship
James R. Borders Scholarship Fund
Frank Brogan Memorial Scholarship Fund
Scott M. Brown Scholarship Fund
B. Hugh Burgess Scholarship
James E. Butler Scholarship Fund
James Lawson Carmichael, Jr. Law School Scholarship Fund
Bryant T. Castellow Memorial Scholarship Fund
Verner F. Chafﬁn Endowment Fund
Class of 1986 Scholarship Fund
Welborn B. Cody Law Scholarship Fund
Sigmund A. Cohn Scholarship Fund
Frank A. Constangy Memorial Scholarshp Fund
McCarthy Crenshaw Student Loan Fund
Chester C. Davenport Scholarship Fund
Patricia C. Downing Memorial Scholarship Fund
Judge Newell Edenﬁeld Scholarship Fund
D. Meade Feild Scholarship Fund
John and Mary Franklin Foundation Law Scholarship Fund
Joseph Aaron Fried Scholarship Fund*
Sonya Yarbrough Gee Memorial Scholarship Fund
Georgia Civil Justice Foundation Trial Advocacy
Scholarship Fund
E.J. Grassmann Law Scholarship Fund
Jeremy Harden Memorial Scholarship Fund
Roy V. Harris Scholarship Fund

New Endowment Supporter
“ My granddaughter, Susie, will
graduate from law school this May
and is the third generation of our
family to graduate from Georgia Law.
I have personally observed, over a period of 60 years, the
improvement in the legal education offered ﬁrst to me, then
my two sons, and now my granddaughter. While serving
as Chairman of the law school Board of Visitors in 1976, I
helped launch the ﬁrst strategic private fundraising effort for
the law school. This effort helped to build the endowment
which helps the law school maintain its place among the
nation’s top schools. More importantly, these funds ensure
the high caliber of lawyers entering the practice of law
in Georgia. ”
Kenneth M. Henson (photographed with wife, Sue)
(J.D. 1947)
J. Alton Hosch Student Loan Fund
Hudnall, Cohn & Abrams Scholarship Fund
Hughes - Green Family Scholarship Fund
Inslee and Betti Johnson Scholarship Fund
Robert E. Knox Memorial Scholarship Fund
Wyckliffe “Wyck” A. Knox, Jr. Law School Scholarship Fund
Law School Reunion Scholarship Fund
Edith M. and Frank G. Lumpkin, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Keith Mason Law Scholarship Fund
C. Read Morton, Jr. and William “Billy” P. Payne
Scholarship Fund
Thomas B. Murphy Fund
Gwinn Henry Nixon Scholarship Fund
Judge Wilbur Dawson Owens, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Chris and Anna Paulson Memorial Loan Fund
Benjamin Z. Phillips Law Scholarship Fund
Clifford Pratt Memorial Loan Fund
Judge J. Kelley Quillian Scholarship Fund
Frank Ramsey Memorial Scholarship Fund
Milton M. Ratner Scholarship and Loan Fund
Robins, Kaplan, Miller & Ciresi Scholarship Fund
William and Vickie Scaljon Scholarship Fund
R. Perry Sentell, Jr. Scholarship Fund
Michael J. Sharp Scholarship Fund
Alex and Betty Smith Scholarship Fund
Smith, Gambrell & Russell Scholarship Fund
Marion Smith Scholarship Fund
Southeastern Bankruptcy Law Institute Scholarship Fund
Hughes Spalding Scholarship Fund
Ed Sumner Memorial Scholarship Fund
Synovus Foundation Scholarship Fund
Talmadge Law Scholarship Fund
Robert Battey Troutman Memorial Fund
University of Georgia Foundation Law Scholarship Fund*
University of Georgia Law Dames Emergency Loan Fund
Woodruff Law Scholarship Fund
Vasser Woolley Foundation Law Scholarship Fund
* (New endowment fund created during FY 2006-2007)
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Class

Reunion

Reunion Gift Chair(s)

1957

50th

Sonny Seiler

Participation
23%

$755

1962

45th

John Smith

22%

$4,125

/:),;76/1>16/

:M]VQWV)OMV\

Gifts & Pledges

1972

35th

John Bell

20%

$39,647

1977

30th

Stan Jones

23%

$442,501

1982

25th

Nathaniel Lee

22%

$51,065
$19,509

1987

20th

Reggie & Lee Smith

16%

1992

15th

Mark Tate

19%

$7,880

1997

10th

Bobby Soper

14%

$15,551

+TI[[)OMV\8ZWOZIU
7^MZ\PMTI[\\PZMMaMIZ[/MWZOQI4I_ZMQV[\I\MLI+TI[[)OMV\
8ZWOZIU_PMZMIT]UVQ^WT]V\MMZ[_MZMZM[XWV[QJTMNWZKTI[[
N]VLZIQ[QVOMNNWZ\[,]ZQVO\PM+TI[[)OMV\8ZWOZIU
QVKZMI[MLNZWU\WKTI[[M[XIZ\QKQXI\QVO<PMaPI^MXZW^MV
\WJMPQOPTaMNNMK\Q^MTQIQ[WV[JM\_MMV\PMQZKTI[[UI\M[IVL
/MWZOQI4I_?M_Q[P\W\PIVSW]ZKTI[[IOMV\[NWZ
IVW]\[\IVLQVORWJ
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  :WJMZ\;WXMZ
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Class

Class Agent

Gifts

Participation

Class

Class Agent

1958

David Handley

$2,920

26%

1985

Steve Krebs

1959

Denny Galis

$2,300

25%

1986

Scott Farrow

1960

M.T. Simmons

$31,827

36%

1988

Susan Lanigan

1964

Jimmy Franklin

$6,055

21%

1989

1965

John Melvin

$24,428

38%

1968

Dale Schwartz

$15,375

1969

Mike Dover

$9,809

1970

Dennis Cathey

1971

Gifts

Participation

$19,160

17%

$37,960

16%

$120,068

18%

Dorothy Franzoni

$9,705

18%

1990

Tim Buckley

$9,782

13%

30%

1991

Mike Sharp

$42,422

11%

36%

1993

Matt Nichols

$44,052

14%

$7,400

21%

1994

Doug Kertscher

$5,520

14%

Gil Hudnall

$35,323

29%

1996

Dan King

$6,850

17%

1973

Bill Kitchens

$40,220

25%

1998

Andy Childers

$11,814

13%

1974

John Cleveland

$78,074

30%

1999

Charlie Peeler

$6,228

14%

1975

Charlie Hunnicutt

$40,910

22%

2000

Allsion Salter

$5,705

13%

1976

Wade McGuffey

$73,560

19%

2001

Jennifer Jordan

$3,050

9%

1978

Bill Withrow

$28,080

25%

2003

Allen Yee

$8,683

12%

1979

Wayne Thorpe

$26,765

26%

2004

Kevin Gooch

$7,374

20%

1980

Joe Farrell

$23,344

21%

2005

Knox Withers

$10,907

32%

1981

Alex Booth

$33,230

21%

!
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Class
1931
1933
1935
1938
1939
1941
1942
1943
1945
1947
1948
1949
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1951
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1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
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1968
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1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

Total
$ 3,000.00

$

750.00

$ 99,769.70
$ 2,350.00
$ 7,880.00
$ 65,501.67
$ 126,750.00
$ 1,200.00
$ 3,435.00
$ 1,450.00
$ 1,625.00
$ 1,150.00
$
755.00
$ 2,920.00
$ 2,300.00
$ 31,826.58
$ 5,750.00
$ 4,125.63
$ 5,650.00
$ 6,055.00
$ 24,228.19
$ 122,445.00
$ 6,095.00
$ 15,375.00
$ 9,809.07
$ 7,400.00
$ 35,323.46
$ 39,647.58
$ 39,970.00
$ 78,074.39
$ 40,910.00
$ 73,560.55
$ 442,201.50
$ 28,080.00
$ 26,765.00
$ 23,344.00
$ 34,230.84
$ 38,315.00
$ 16,780.00
$ 29,956.04
$ 19,160.00
$ 37,960.51
$ 19,509.19
$ 120,068.00
$ 9,705.00
$ 9,782.70
$ 42,222.50
$ 7,880.50
$ 44,052.51
$ 5,520.00
$ 7,060.00
$ 6,850.00
$ 8,051.66
$ 11,814.00
$ 6,228.33
$ 5,705.00
$ 3,050.00
$ 9,235.00
$ 8,683.67
$ 7,374.47
$ 10,907.16
$ 5,538.18

Donors
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
5
8
9
11
6
3
6
6
4
2
6
9
9
9
10
8
6
11
24
16
13
15
24
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26
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58
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46
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48
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50
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28
36
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28
28
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31
31
25
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32
29
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30
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25
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50
67
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22%
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26%
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22%
13%
25%
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16%
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19%
14%
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17%
14%
13%
14%
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